The Best Laid Plans…
How often have you planned to hit a deadline, and
then one thing after another occurs and the
deadline suddenly appears in your rear-view
mirror? So it has been for me with newsletter
writing! I’m going to regroup and target issuing a
bi-monthly (6X/year) newsletter instead of
monthly. Just like any kaizen project I facilitate, I’d
rather scale back and ensure success than be too
ambitious by over-promising and under-delivering.
This issue features a successful implementation of
5S at a truss manufacturer and LBM distribution
center using customized schedule boards and magnet kits from QuikBoards. If you
are inspired by the article to create a similar 5S schedule board and magnet system
for your facility, please contact me at scott@s-morrison.com or call (603) 491-6263.

5S Schedule Board and Magnet Kit Roll-out at Mathew
Hall Lumber
Mathew Hall Lumber (St. Cloud, MN) recently celebrated its 125th Anniversary, and
fourth-generation co-owner Loran Hall, along with Business Analyst Casey Mason,
have embraced lean to find and eliminate waste in the company’s operations and
business processes. Complimenting their downtown showroom and drive-through is
a distribution center (“the DC”) and truss and wall panel manufacturing plant
(“Truss”) in neighboring St. Joseph, MN.
The distribution and production areas were built and laid out in 1978. Loran and his
management team wanted to reduce truss production lead times and also reduce
delivery truck staging and loading times in the DC. In both cases, layout
improvements and an aggressive 5S implementation strategy paved the way to
achieve their goals.

Truss Production Improvement Steps
At Truss, led by Plant Manager and co-owner Dan Hall, Operations Manager Calvin
Fisher, and Design Manager Shawn Kockler, the first three S’s along with a Kanban
pull system were vigorously applied to improve product flow:
1st S – Sort
A. Aisles and shelves/racks were cleared of clutter, with remaining
supplies/materials moved to point of use.
B. Common work areas (such as the maintenance workbench) were reorganized
and labeled, leaving only the tools and supplies needed.
2nd S – Set in Order (or Straighten)
A. Sub-assembly carts were color-coded to allow easy job identification and staging
for final assembly.
B. Highly-visual Kanban labels and worksheets were developed and deployed to
notify sawyers today of what components (such as webs) will be needed tomorrow
in assembly.
3rd S – Shine
A. Daily/weekly work routines were written and operators were trained.
B. 5S schedule boards and magnet kits developed by QuikBoards were installed in
each work area to track completed daily/weekly 5S tasks.
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Distribution Logistics Improvement Steps
Meanwhile, the DC, led by Dispatch Manager Neil Schneider, had challenges in
efficiently storing high-volume lumber, plus the prevailing winds across the open
fields adjacent to the yard deposited dust and debris on boxes and in both
warehouse and yard aisles. The first three S’s along with an overhaul of the yard’s
layout and location of both lumber and building materials such as drywall (sheet
rock) were implemented to maintain organization and cleanliness as well as better
coordinate the stagers/loaders and drivers:
1st S – Sort
A. Aisles and the staging/loading area were cleared of obsolete materials and old,
unshipped orders (both inside the warehouse and in the yard) were removed.
B. The bunk-wrapping area was reorganized to accommodate easy access to
wrapping supplies, the diesel refueling station, the trash dumpster, and clear lanes
to the loading zones.
2nd S – Set in Order (or Straighten)
A. High-volume lumber (2” x 4” through 2” x 12” kiln-dried, all common lengths) was
reorganized into an open “L” shape adjacent to the staging/loading area.
B. At least four staging/loading “boxes” were laid out inside and near the “L”; each
box was scaled to match the length of the boom trucks and twice the width (to
accommodate double stacking loads).
3rd S – Shine
A. Daily/weekly work routines were written and operators were trained.
B. 5S schedule boards and magnet kits developed by QuikBoards were installed in
each warehouse and yard zone to track completed daily/weekly 5S tasks.
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What’s next?
In both Truss and the DC, for the 4th S activities,
standard work procedures for daily/weekly cleaning
have been posted and long-term equipment maintenance has been identified.
Management audits (5th S) have begun, with review cycles between one and three
months.
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